
To Whom it may Concern, 
 
 
As my previous employment was , I decided to resign due to 
many reasons.  
Poor Management that didn’t take the time to listen to Drivers. 
Implementing an App for everything. You spent many hours a week ( 
unpaid ) consistently looking at this App for updates and changes, 
trying to keep up with everything , but mobile phones were 
forbidden in the driver’s seat, which I understand.  
Checking  
Divinations 
Roadworks 
Safety updates 
Hazard 
Incident  
Uniforms ECT 
Whatever you wanted to discuss with your Depo Manager was all on 
an App. A revolving door of unhappy staff, no support at all. 
Employees need to discuss matters with a human being, not fill out a 
form off the App and wait for an emailed response. The App has 
increased a very poor working moral which has led to a huge turn 
over of staff. I’ve never known staff to resign in large number before 
the App was put in place by .  
So now I’m an Orange School Bus driver. 
Do you now how great it is to know every child’s full name, never on 
a Green Bus.  
Do you know how great it is that you receive a good morning or 
goodbye and thank you? Green buses, you get  
Do you know how great it is to console and comfort a little pre-
primary or kindy child as they are a bit scared about doing their first 
bus ride as well as the parents. Green buses, majority standing room 
only as its not cool to let small kids sit on a seat next to you.  



Do you know what it’s like to teach a small child to put on their seat 
belt and be able to issue a high 5 as a job well done. Green buses no 
seat belts 
Do you know what its like to begin a wonderful repour with kids and 
parents as every one’s life is so different and lives can be turned 
upside down over night, tragedies strike, illness, deaths,  those hard 
times were compassion is required to accommodate on the odd 
occasion.  
Do you know what it’s like just transporting school children without 
the public on? Green buses, school and public, a breeding ground for 
drug deals, inappropriate behaviour, and sexual abuse, stranger 
danger. I can go on and on. We live in a very volatile world where 
sexual predators are every were.   
Do you know what it feels like transporting the most precious cargo, 
school children? Green buses, money on the hoof, if they pay. 
Do you know what it’s like driving a bus without videoed camera 
footage to so call protect the driver and other school children. Green 
buses, encourage bad behaviour as there is no consequences for 
unacceptable, repeatable bad behaviour and the kids don’t care 
about the cameras.  
 
School children belong on Orange school buses, I bet the attitude of 

the kids arriving to school on an Orange school bus creates a happier, 

calmer learning environment for school teachers as well as 

themselves. Orange school buses offer safety and continuity morning 

and afternoon, Green buses a different driver morning and afternoon 

and mostly every day. 




